
PART 1
UNDERSTANDING 

RELIGION
SUMMARY

Belief in something that exists beyond or outside our understanding – whether 
spirits, gods, or simply a particular order to the world – has been present at 
every stage in the development of human society, and has been a major factor 
in shaping much of that development. Unsurprisingly, many have devoted 
themselves to the study of religion, whether to understand a particular set of 
beliefs, or to explain why humans seem instinctively drawn to religion. While 
biologists, for example, may seek to understand what purpose religion served 
in our evolutionary descent, we are concerned here with the beliefs, rituals, and 
speculation about existence that we – with some reservation – call religion. 

The question of what ‘religion’ actually is is more fraught than might be 
expected. Problems can arise when we try to define the boundaries between 
religion and philosophy when speculation about existence is involved, or 
between religion and politics when moral teaching or social structure are 
at issue. In particular, once we depart from looking at the traditions of the 
West, many contend that such apparently obvious distinctions should not be 
applied automatically. 

While there have always been people interested in the religious traditions 
of others, such ‘comparative’ approaches are surprisingly new. Theology 
faculties are among the oldest in European universities, but, while the 
systematic internal exploration of a religion provides considerable insights, 
many scholars insisted that the examination of religions more generally 
should be conducted instead by objective observers. This phenomenological 
approach was central to the establishment of the study of religion as a 
discipline in its own right. Others, concerned with the nature of society, or 
the workings of the human mind, for example, were inevitably drawn to the 
study of religion to expand their respective areas. More recently, many have 
attempted to utilise the work of these disparate approaches. In particular, 
many now suggest that – because no student can ever be entirely objective 
– theological studies are valuable because of their ability to define a religion 
in its own terms: by engaging with this alongside other, more detached, 
approaches, a student may gain a more accurate view of a particular religion. 
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What Is Religion?

CHAPTER 1

Although no one is certain of  the word’s origins, we know that ‘religion’ derives from Latin, 
and that languages influenced by Latin have equivalents to the English word ‘religion’. In 
Germany, the systematic study of  religion is known as Religionswissenschaft, and in France as 
les sciences religieuses. Although the ancient words to which we trace ‘religion’ have nothing 
to do with today’s meanings – it may have come from the Latin word that meant to tie 
something tightly (religare) – it is today commonly used to refer to those beliefs, behaviours, 
and social institutions which have something to do with speculations on any, and all, of  
the following: the origin, end, and significance of  the universe; what happens after death; 
the existence and wishes of  powerful, non-human beings such as spirits, ancestors, angels, 
demons, and gods; and the manner in which all of  this shapes human behaviour. 

Because each of  these makes reference to an invisible (that is, non-empirical) world 
that somehow lies outside of, or beyond, human history, the things we name as ‘religious’ 
are commonly thought to be opposed to those institutions which we label as ‘political’. 
In the West today we generally operate under the assumption that, whereas religion is 
a matter of  personal belief  that can never be settled by rational debate, such things as 
politics are observable, public, and thus open to rational debate.

THE ESSENCE OF ‘RELIGION’

Although this commonsense distinction between private and public, sentiment and action, 
is itself  a historical development – it is around the seventeenth century that we first see 
evidence that words that once referred to one’s behaviour, public standing, and social 
rank (such as piety and reverence) became sentimentalized as matters of  private feeling – 
today the assumption that religion involves an inner core of  belief  that is somehow 
expressed publicly in ritual is so widespread that to question it appears counterintuitive. 
It is just this assumption that inspires a number of  people who, collectively, we could 
term ‘essentialists’. They are ‘essentialists’ because they maintain that ‘religion’ names 
the outward behaviours that are inspired by the inner thing they call ‘faith’. Hence, one 
can imagine someone saying, ‘I’m not religious, but I’m spiritual.’ Implicit here is the 
assumption that the institutions associated with religions – hierarchies, regulations, 
rituals, and so on – are merely secondary and inessential; the important thing is the inner 
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faith, the inner ‘essence’ of  religion. Although the essence of  religion – the thing without 
which someone is thought to be non-religious – is known by various names (faith, belief, 
the Sacred, the Holy, and so on), essentialists are in general agreement that the essence of  
religion is real and non-empirical (that is, it cannot itself  be seen, heard, touched, and so 
on); it defies study and must be experienced first-hand.

THE FUNCTION OF ‘RELIGION’

Apart from an approach that assumes an inner experience, which underlies religious 
behaviour, scholars have used the term ‘religion’ for what they consider to be curious areas 
of  observable human behaviour which require an explanation. Such people form theories to 
account for why it is people think, for example, that an invisible part of  their body, usually 
called ‘the soul’, outlives that body; that powerful beings control the universe; and that there 
is more to existence than what is observable. These theories are largely functionalist; that is, 
they seek to determine the social, psychological, or political role played by the things we refer 
to as ‘religious’. Such functionalists include historically: 
• Karl Marx (1818–83), whose work in political economy understood religion to be 

a pacifier that deadened oppressed people’s sense of  pain 
and alienation, while simultaneously preventing them 
from doing something about their lot 
in life, since ultimate responsibility 
was thought to reside in a being who 
existed outside history.

• Émile Durkheim (1858–1917), 
whose sociology defined religious as 
sets of  beliefs and practices to enable 
individuals who engaged in them to 
form a shared, social identity.

• Sigmund Freud (1856–1939), whose 
psychological studies prompted him 
to liken religious behaviour to the role 
that dreams play in helping people to 
vent antisocial anxieties in a manner 
that does not threaten their place 
within the group. 

Although these classic approaches are all 
rather different, each can be understood as 
functionalist insomuch as religion names an 
institution that has a role to play in helping 
individuals and communities to reproduce 
themselves.

Karl Marx (1818–83).
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4 INTRODUCTION TO WORLD RELIGIONS

THE FAMILY RESEMBLANCE APPROACH

Apart from the essentialist way of  defining religion (i.e. there is some non-empirical, core 
feature without which something is not religious) and the functionalist (i.e. that religions 
help to satisfy human needs), there is a third approach: the family resemblance definition. 
Associated with the philosophy of  Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889–1951), a family 
resemblance approach assumes that nothing is defined by merely one essence or function. 
Rather, just as members of  a family more or less share a series of  traits, and just as all 
things we call ‘games’ more or less share a series of  traits – none of  which is distributed 
evenly across all members of  those groups we call ‘family’ or ‘games’ – so all things – 
including religion – are defined insomuch as they more or less share a series of  delimited 
traits. Ninian Smart (1927–2001), who identified seven dimensions of  religion that are 
present in religious traditions with varying degrees of  emphasis, is perhaps the best known 
proponent of  this view.

‘RELIGION’ AS CLASSIFIER

Our conclusion is that the word ‘religion’ likely tells us more about the user of  the word 
(i.e. the classifier) than it does about the thing being classified. For instance, a Freudian 
psychologist will not conclude that religion functions to oppress the masses, since the 
Freudian theory precludes coming up with this Marxist conclusion. On the other hand, 
a scholar who adopts Wittgenstein’s approach will sooner or later come up with a case 
in which something seems to share some traits, but perhaps not enough to count as ‘a 
religion’. If, say, soccer matches satisfy many of  the criteria of  a religion, what might not 
also be called religion if  soccer is? And what does such a broad usage do to the specificity, 
and thus utility, of  the word ‘religion’? As for those who adopt an essentialist approach, 
it is likely no coincidence that only those institutions with which one agrees are thought 
to be expressions of  some authentic inner experience, sentiment, or emotion, whilst the 
traditions of  others are criticized as being shallow and derivative.

So what is religion? As with any other item in our lexicon, ‘religion’ is a historical 
artefact that different social actors use for different purposes: to classify certain parts of  
their social world in order to celebrate, degrade, or theorize about them. Whatever else it 
may or may not be, religion is at least an item of  rhetoric that group members use to sort 
out their group identities.

RUSSELL T. MCCUTCHEON

CHAPTER 2
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